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Why is it that people are so threatened about talking about new ideas about 
God?  Why are they so set on ideas that come from books that are thousands of 
years old?  What is so cool about old and vague?  Isn’t it time to look at some 
fresh ideas? 
 
Let’s just suppose that God made it thru the dark ages and didn’t die when Time 
magazine declared it.  Let’s say that God has been doing magic for the whole 
time and is there now doing what God does.  If you are with me this far, we 
have made a rather interesting discovery and perhaps you can stretch this even 
further with me. 
 
If God has lived longer than even the oldest vampire, then that means that God 
is around today and probably has some ideas to share.  If God is around, then 
why is it such a stretch for people to believe that God will talk to us now?  Now 
for the tricky bit…what if the God of the old books was misinterpreted or that the 
men that wrote about God were talking about their own ideas of God and they 
may not be what God actually was about? 
 
Why aren’t the views of people that communicate with the current God as valid 
as the views of those that lived in 3000 BC?  What if we could learn some new 
ideas from having dialogues with God now and not be so stuck on what 
happened before there was even paper?  Isn’t because it is easier not to think 
and just do what the books tell us or what we think they are telling us? 
 
I know that this may put many religions and many people’s jobs on the line 
because they earn a living teaching from the old books, but what if they got 
some new ideas and taught those as well?  Maybe this would create some new 
jobs. 
 
When people get too crazy with the ideas of the old books, wars start 
happening and people start killing others in the name of their God or some holy 
war and then people get put off from the idea of a loving God.  Is that what 
people want from their extremism?  Why is selling a person’s or a churches 
version of God so important to people and why do they hold onto these ideas 
so tightly? 
 
Just to be transparent with you, I have another view of all this because I talk to 
God on a regular basis.  To make it even more interesting, I talk to the Feminine 
Divine called Goddess.  I say that they both are alive and well and have many 
ideas to share with us.  I say “us” because I believe that anyone can have this 



connection and all it takes is some training and lots of concentration and 
everyone can have these dialogues, not just special people. 
 
1- It is one thing to read a book, especially those that are considered 

sacred, and to have the writers tell you about their views of God.   
2- It is another experience to have people, mostly in churches and 

synagogues, teach you about God from what they read and 
understood.  These traditions have been around us for thousands of 
years.  This is how I was brought up as well.  Learning from written words 
and spoken words are how most of us have created our views about 
God.  Most of us are fiercely loyal to the views that were given to us.   

 
3- Now I want to propose the next step that is infinitely more interesting as a 

learning method and that is to experience God for you, in the first person.   
 
All of us do this to one degree or another in every moment.  The Intelligence, 
which is portion of God, is running thru us and controlling our bodies and all the 
miraculous functions that occur there all the time.  The way that the Intelligence 
in our bodies and in the Universe works is…simply, intelligent. 
 
It is not that big of a stretch to tune your mind into the Intelligence and have 
ideas flow back and forth with your consciousness and thus begin a rather 
heavenly dialogue that will change your life and the world forever.  This is how I 
say the process works for me and I hope it happens for you very soon. 
 
I am here to share what I have learned from years of actual experience and 
dialogues.  You may disagree but I would like you to open up your mind and 
ask you to defer your skepticism just long enuf to hear what God and Goddess 
shared with me.  You never know, this may be the beginning of the greatest 
adventure of your life. 
 
I want to begin with what God and Goddess are NOT: 
 
They are not: 
Jealous 
Envious 
Angry 
Vengeful 
Punitive 
Judgmental 
With expectations for us 
Violent 
Impressed by things 
Impressed by words without actions 
Limited to any shape or form 



Limited by space or time 
Biased towards certain blood lines or lineages 
Subject to what we think they are 
In the business of planning our lives 
Fire and brimstone 
Subject with even the smallest degree to any so-called evil or devil or Satan etc 
 
What God and Goddess ARE: 
Love 
Joy 
Acceptance 
Omniscient 
All powerful 
Creators 
Gratitude 
Willing 
Live 
Intelligent beyond our current comprehension 
Collaborative 
Working at the highest levels for the good of the One 
Funny 
Quick 
Engaging 
Unconditional in their love and acceptance 
In control 
Perfect 
Full of vision 
Connected to all 
Full of integrity 
 


